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[59:22] ……………….. “And these are similitudes that
We set forth for mankind that they may reflect.”

Examples inspire connections/nets
•
•
•
•
•

Lead to making nets
Make connections
Make nets and link
Enhancing understating
Enhancing insights

“It is believed the average person has as
many as 70,000 unique thoughts in a single
day.”
(The Brain -The Ultimate Guide Pg. 52)

• Sequence based on the apparent ways of
forming text
• Sequencing based on the feelings of the
true believers
Find more details in Tafsir Kabir Volume 7, Page 521,
Surah Al-Qasas # 28: 54 [ISBN: 81-7912-051-1 ]

Enhancing Nets of ideas, Nets of insights,
Spiritual-nets
comparing various verses of the Holy Quran
(Related to various sciences)
The page numbers correspond to the

Urdu translation (Including the introduction of
chapters and brief explanatory notes) by Hazrat
Mirza Tahir Ahmad (ra).
[From the index - some aspects related to science]

[55:20] “Verily, He will merge the two
oceans, joining them together.”

Multiple worlds of making
connections of various fields
 “If you want to be smart like Einstein, it’s all about having the

proper connections” (The Brain – The Ultimate Guide pg.69)



“Instead of looking toward a single region of the brain for
answers, scientists are focusing on the various circuits that
connect multiple brain areas.” (ibid. Pg. 72)

 “Intelligence and creativity are linked to how fast your brain

works and your own unique neural connections.” (ibid. Pg. 70)

 “…….successful innovation depends less on how smart you are

than how connected you are …..”

—Mark Thomas and Stephen Shennan,
University College London

Holy Quran teachings leading to
prove some hypotheses of science
Designing research plans based on a teaching of the Holy Quran

Examples:
Peace of mind pathways and spiritual pathways
(Ivy-League universities and Spiritual Psychology programsMaclean’s April 13, 2015)

Consumption of food with certain cautions
Care of generations with kindness
The process & benefits of sleep
Research applying new fields
Social- Neuroscience
Cultural Neuroscience
Educational Neuroscience
MBE (Mind, Brain and Education) + (Spiritual pathways)

In the year 2014- A Nobel
Prize (for Medicine) was given
for the “discoveries of cells
that constitute a positioning
system in the brain".
{Like an inner GPS in the
brain}

A possible hypothesis to explore
further:
Making nets of ideas and the nets of
subjects in our learning environment
can also inspire unique and faster
neural connections to facilitate our
learning, innovation and understanding

https://www.nobelprize.org/nobel_prizes/
medicine/laureates/2014/press.html

“highly regular grid like structures in
the brain”,
A National Institute of Health
study.
Book “How to create a mind” by Ray Kurzweil Page 84

“The construction of stronger, more
efficient networks (faster retrievals,
greater transfer) in long-term memory
is stimulated by repeated activation of
the circuit, such that practice makes
permanent.”
Mind, Brain & Education. David Sousa [et al.]
2010. Page 58.

{The world of inner nets- the world of outer nets}

